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Abstract  
The efficiency of an apparatus which uses a forced lubrication system, as well as the 
useful life of its components, is strongly related to the degree of contamination of 
lubricating oil. The presence of contaminants and the degradation of the oil itself 
cause it to release substances that fouling of the wall of the pipes. The cleaning and 
dialysis of the oil pipes, besides prolonging the life of the lubricant reduces wear of 
the components. There are several methods of cleaning in pipes, the problem is that 
some have abrasive characteristics, which could damage some types pipes. Among 
the non-abrasive methods stand the Flushing and Air scouring. Flushing uses the 
lubricating oil which circulates in temperatures alternating and high speeds, for 
generating turbulence to perform washing. The Air scouring method uses oil and 
filtered compressed air, injected into pipe, to generating higher flow, causing the 
power supply unit with fluid can work with lower power consumption and higher 
speeds, removing fouling of the pipe. The objective of this research is to evaluate the 
Reynolds number to correlate with the efficiency of cleaning the pipe. The method 
applied was the Air scouring and it was verified that the qualitative effects may occur 
when compared to Flushing. After testing, it was found that the chosen method 
brings significant changes in flow, and this flow regime varies considerably increasing 
the Reynolds number. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The life of mechanical components using lubrication to reduce or prevent wear, 
depend heavily on the efficiency of lubrication. In steam turbines, the highest 
occurrences of faults and wear are produced by deficiencies of lubrication. For 
example, it was reported that the turbines are responsible for 20% of the failures in a 
conventional plant, of which 19% of the problems are related to their lubrication [1]. 
The lubrication systems are exposed to many types of contamination such as water, 
air oxidation, acids, bacteria and solid particles. The presence of solid contaminants 
in the system produces fouling in pipes, and some of these problems directly 
influence the efficiency and premature wear of the equipment, especially the filters. 
To avoid these problems, it is necessary to routinely clean the pipe. Today, the most 
widely used method for cleaning the pipes lubricating oil routine is Flushing. 
However, there are other more abrasive cleaning methods, however, when these 
methods are used in steel pipes, the process should be followed by the use of 
coatings, otherwise corrosion can occur at an accelerated rate [2]. 
Studies show that 75 to 85% of the failures occurring in hydraulic systems are 
connected directly to the contamination. Due to the clearances are minimum in 
modern hydraulic systems, even with particles invisible to the naked eye, can lead to 
early wear of a component and increase the loss efficiency of the whole system. Any 
preventive intervention becomes necessary in equipment hydraulic systems, 
emphasize the need for cleaning pipes and components for the removal of 
contaminants. These contaminants may appear in hydraulic systems in three ways: 
solid (particles ranging from 0 to 5 µm), liquids (free and dissolved water), air 
(aeration in the hydraulic circuit) [3]. 
Contamination of hydraulic systems usually occurs by the admission of contaminants 
from external sources, the metal loss from the wear of moving components and the 
continuous process of chemical degradation of the hydraulic lubricating oil, resulting 
in the formation of harmful acidic sludge system. These are some of the factors that 
make the physical and chemical monitoring of hydraulic lubricating oils is an 
important tool in combating corrective and unscheduled maintenance shutdowns in 
production, generating substantial losses for industries [4]. 
For cleaning pipes lubrication of turbines in general, applies to ASTM D6439 [5], 
which establishes guidelines for the conduct Flushing, of which the main 
recommendations are: for any lubricant oil used in cleaning, the flow is turbulent, 
ensuring that the Reynolds number of the fluid is increased to 4000Re, without 
exceed the temperature of 70°C, and few times changing to oil cold. The objective is 
to have a turbulent flow, which is capable of removing particulate contaminants and 
waste pipes quickly decrease the operating time for cleaning and increase the 
efficiency of the process. Despite the lack of information in the literature regarding 
the Air scouring method for oil-hydraulic systems, it was found through preliminary 
results that the method can meet the requirements with regard to increasing the 
Reynolds number, obtaining gains not only cleaning efficiency, but decreased in the 
drive power of the equipment for systems of Flushing [6]. 
This research deals with the study for more efficient internal cleaning of pipes, 
knowing its importance for the efficiency of the machines. The objective of this 
research is to add the injection of compressed air in Flushing pipe that uses as a 
cleaning system, this mixture of air with fluid that circulates is called Air scouring. 
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2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
For the study and comparison of Flushing procedure accompanied by the Air 
scouring procedure was developed a testing bench containing a reservoir, a pump 
and pipes through which circulates the oil, and an injection nozzle for compressed 
air, to evaluate the parameters related to the Reynolds number. Thus it will be 
possible to determine pipe diameters, the speed only with the oil, the speed of mixing 
air and oil, the oil viscosity at room temperature and the correlation of air pressure 
with the oil in the mixture for various pressures.  
Another important aspect is the visual evaluation of the behavior of the oil with and 
without air, because a turbulent flow is laminar or to a different transition behavior. To 
this, the bench pipe was transparent, making it possible to identify qualitatively the 
behavior of the fluid. 
 
2.1 List of Materials Used 
 
To build the test bench, the following materials and components mechanical were 
used, as presented in Table 1. 
 
                 Table 1. Components used in the test bench 

Oil tank - 85 liters Ball valve - 25mm 

Hydraulic oil - ISO VG 68 - HLP Hydrometer - reading in m³ 

Electric motor 0.5 HP - 1370 rpm Graduated container - 18 liters 

Gear Pump - 19 cm³ / rev. Check valve - 13mm 

Valve lever 01 Stage - 60LPM Aluminum tube - 1.2 mm 

Level Display with Thermometer Laser Thermometer - máx. 250ºC 

Acrylic Tube - Øi22 mm Tachometer - máx. 10000 rpm 

Gauge - Oil and compressed air Digital chronometer 

 
2.2 Development of Bench Tests 
 
To develop the test bench, was performed a manufacturing design using solid 
modeling of all mechanical components, through the SolidWorks®. Moreover, was 
implemented the model commercial acrylic pipes to determine the best position at the 
time of actual implementation of the components used. In Figure 1 below is 
presented the model of the test bench that was used to perform the experiment. 
 

 
Figure 1. Design in 3D of the test bench. (a) acrylic tubing installed, (b) reservoir components 
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The fluid flow occurred in a pipe of 5.1 meters in length, as shown in Figure 2, and 
gave himself for a continuous cycle, where the input and output of oil happened in 
the same reservoir. 
 

 
Figure 2. Piping System in acrylic bench tests 

 
For the manufacturing of connections and derivations plastic according to NBR 5648, 
indentations were made at the ends of each tube for O'ring rings, as shown also in  
Figure 2, whereby executes the seals between the tubing and connections. This 
fixation method was chosen because of the possibility to disassemble at any time to 
change the circuit and also because it is a pipe that will be subjected to low 
pressures up to 3 bar. 
To determine the best condition for the injection of compressed air into the oil pipe, 
some simulations with the aid of the finite elements software were performed. 
Through the results of simulations, it was found that the best position for the injection 
of compressed air would adapt an injector nozzle at the center of the tube. Thus, it 
was adapted a nozzle made of aluminum, set in a welded PVC union. The simulation 
results are presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5. 
 

  
Figure 3. Simulation in connection with "T". (a) circulation with oil, (b) with oil and air circulation. 

 
Considering Figure 3 being a connection "T", the results showed that the mixing 
between the oil and the air does not occur due to the fact that the air is deflected to 
the upper part, while the oil would stay in the bottom. According to these 
observations, it was recommended that the injection of air into the tube, especially at 
the center. 
Other simulations were performed with different geometries to observe the injection 
of air at the center of the tube, this time with a center tube which joins with a curve of 
90° and outlet diameter reduced. The simulations showed better performance than 
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the previous, but with a vortex near the tube curve of 90°, slowing the flow of the 
fluid. It was observed that with the smallest diameter of the outlet air is distributed 
better with the oil flow. 

 

  
Figure 4. Simulation in connection 90º. (a) circulation with oil, (b) with oil and air circulation 

 
The importance of simulations is given to the fact decrease the reset time of the 
following steps. Hereby, it is possible to identify certain effects that may occur during 
the process and optimize the design in question. 
To reduce the effect of deceleration of the oil in the mixture with air, was analyzed 
with an air introduction tube which has an angle of 150° with respect to the axis of 
flow, and held at the reduced diameter end. During the simulation, Figure 5 showed 
that deceleration and vortex were minimized. 
 

  
Figure 5. Simulation in connection 150º. (a) circulation with oil, (b) with oil and air circulation 

 
Based on the simulations, was set up an injection system that was closer analysis. 
The injection nozzle (Figure 6) has the following dimensions: outer diameter of 6 mm, 
a bend in their body 150º thereof, which enables to inject air into the center pipe and 
its diameter measured with the injection of 1.2 mm. 
A decisive factor for viewing the effects of air in the oil and understand the behavior 
of fluids, was controlling the ingress of air. Measures of flow, velocity, viscosity of the 
fluid with and without air becomes important to define the amount of air injected in 
order to achieve a measurable parameter in air mixture with oil. For such control, an 
air filter with pressure regulator was installed Figure 7 (a). 
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Figure 6. Injection system of compressed air. (a) 3D view, (b) top view and inside 

 
During the initial phase of testing bench has needed install a check valve on the 
outlet of the filter, because the oil returned was into the filter regulator, or when he 
was at a higher pressure than that of air, causing further damage additional to the 
filter (Figure 7b). 
As the acrylic pipe, according to data provider is limited to a pressure of 5.5 bar and 
the pressure of work would be up to 3 bar, we used pressure gauges with up to 4 bar 
of the scale full, providing minor errors reading at low pressures. In Figure 7(c), the 
methodology adopted for fixing the gauges and directions of flows of mineral oil is 
presented. 
 

   
Figure 7. Injection of compressed air system. (a) filter regulator, (b) Check valve, (c) pressure gauge 

 
2.3 Data Collecting System 
 
For measurement of oil flow, without air, has placed a graduated container, 18 liters 
at the end of the circuit (see Figure 8) for measuring the volume adaptation takes 
place on the vessel, controlling the time that it takes filling in from 1 to 10 liters, so, is 
obtained the volume a function of time (t). 
To have different values for the flow and study the parameters that relate this 
magnitude that is proportional to velocity, evaluating the Reynolds number, we used 
a frequency inverter to change the engine speed, because the flow is the product of 
the geometric displacement of the pump for its rotation [7]. With this modification, we 
could do testing on three certain speeds, which were, 570, 800 and 1370 rpm, 
obtaining three different flow rates. Velocities were obtained by measurement with 
tachometer and also expressed by frequency inverter. All data were collected 
manually. 
The volume of the mixture of oil and air out of the pipe was measured by a 
hydrometer, and tests were made both for visualizing the volume of oil as in air 
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volume. It was possible to clearly visualize the differences in flow measurements with 
and without air mixture, after several trials with both measures. 
 

 
Figura 8. Data collection system used in the tests 

 
The analysis was performed by reading the collected data. After the data were 
entered into Excel software, generating tables and graphs based on the equations of 
fluid mechanics, as the Equation 1 [8], for volumetric flow and also to the Reynolds 
number (Equation 2) [7].  
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                                           (1) 

Where: 
Q [m3/s]: Volumetric flow  
A [m2]: Pipe section 

v  [m/s]: Fluid velocity  
d [m]: pipe diameter  

                                                                                      
.

Re
v D


                                                            (2) 

Where: 
Re [---]:Reynolds number  
D [m2]: Pipe section 

v [m/s]: Fluid velocity  

 [m2/s]: pipe diameter  

In all timing data, concepts of descriptive statistics of mean and standard deviation 
were applied so that the data collected were reliable. The uncertainties were small 
generating reliable results during application of calculations and modeling of 
graphics. 
 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Based on the collected data, has obtained the results presented, through which these 
graphs were generated for better visualization of the effect caused by air when 
injected into the pipe. 
The results with values reported at speeds set at 570 rpm pump, which was 
determined during the process, are presented in Figure 9 Through the curve can be 
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seen a small flow variations during testing, it is still possible to view the disturbance 
caused by air during the passage of oil in the transparent pipe. 
 

 
Figure 9. Variation of volume vs. time for a rotation of 570 rpm motor 

 
The Figure 10 shows values of the speeds encountered during the process where 
the pump speed was set to 800 rpm. In this test, is observed greater cohesion, the 
volume change by time. 
 

 
Figure 10. Variation of volume vs. time for a rotation of 800 rpm motor 

 
The Figure 11 shows values of the speeds encountered during the process where 
the pump speed was set to 1370 rpm. In this graph, we can see that the flow 
changes considerably from each other, the greater the pressure, the line is at higher 
levels, showing that the speed tends to change significantly when injecting air. 
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Figure 11. Variation of volume vs. time for a rotation of 1370 rpm motor 

 
The trend of the curves in Figure 9 are almost the same, which means that the oil 
flow has hardly changed with the injection of air (flow rate = volume / time - trend 
line). The increased level indicates that the additional pressure air, changed system 
power perhaps under the influence of air pressure. Only in 3 bar for the time for the 
10 liters was smaller than the other results. 
In Figures 10 and 11, to a pressure of 1 bar, the curve is below only with oil, which 
means that the pressure influences without generating benefit by intake air, 
accordingly the time was increased to 10 liters. While the pressure 2 to 3 bar in 
Figure 9 time was shorter, realizing little change. 
Qualitatively, it is observed that for lower air pressures (1 to 2 bar), and the oil does 
not mix the air, leaving the air bubbles, with the passage of time and the length of the 
tube stood on upper tube. To a mixture of 3 bar with air bubbles occurred in a similar 
fashion as oil pump cavitation occurs. 
From the graphs shown it was possible to find the value of flow, and hence the fluid 
velocity, since the diameter of the pipe remained constant. Through the calculated 
speed, was determined the Reynolds number for each prescribed speed and 
pressure. The results are shown in Table 2. 
 
                      Tabela 2. Acquired values for air pressure and predetermined rotations 

Collected data  
and Calculated 

Revolution 
(rpm) 

Air pressure injected (bar) 

0 1 2 3 

Volume 
(L) 

570 9,5 9,7 11,9 13,1 

800 9,4 10,2 11,5 12,3 

1370 9,8 10,2 11,6 12,4 

Flow 
(L/s) 

570 0,17 0,16 0,21 0,23 

800 0,23 0,25 0,28 0,32 

1370 0,43 0,42 0,56 0,58 

Speed 
(m/s) 

570 0,44 0,43 0,55 0,61 

800 0,61 0,67 0,73 0,85 

1370 1,14 1,12 1,47 1,53 

Reynolds 
number 
(adm.) 

570 142 139 177 166 

800 198 217 237 275 

1370 369 362 476 495 
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According to the data in Table 2, it was possible to graph the Figure 12, whereby it is 
possible to visualize the variation of Reynolds number with respect to the variable 
speed electric motor, and view the three options of compressed air pressure injected 
into the pipe. 
 

 
Figure 12. Reynolds variation with injection of compressed air and also the speed of the pump 

 
From the analysis of Figure 12, which shows the results of all the experiments, as a 
function of Reynolds number, it is observed that for the same flow rate of the pump 
there is a large variation of the Reynolds number as a function of injected air. For the 
2 and 3 bar pressure at a speed of 1370 rpm pump, the increase of the Reynolds 
number was 28.8 and 34%, respectively. With pressure of 1 bar occurred a decrease 
of 1.9%. Less than or equal to the oil pressure can reduce the Reynolds number, 
perhaps due to the fact that it impedes the movement of the oil with the air. 
It is noteworthy that the temperatures collected remained at 18°C for all tests. 
Whereas the oil viscosity is proportional to the temperature, one can disregard that 
there has been a change in this parameter. 
The quantitative results show that injecting air into the system is an increase in 
velocity up to 34.03% when compared with the circulation of fluid only supported by 
the hydraulic pump, or only the displacement of mineral oil. 
 
4 CONCLUSION 
 
As already mentioned in previous chapters, the Air scouring method, applied to a 
stream of oil, is a topic that has not been explored, so the research seeks to gather 
information on the advantages and disadvantages of this method.  
The test rig allowed evaluating the main parameters of the oil flow, velocity, viscosity 
behavior, with and without air flow and finally the Reynolds number. The change of 
pump speeds afforded measurements with different flow rates, with and without air 
that mixes with the oil. 
The mixture of air with oil at low pressures (1 bar) decreased slightly the Reynolds 
number on the counter, while which 2 bar, an increase occurs the Reynolds number 
on the bench. In low speeds, air goes to the area above pipes and oil concentrated 
down. In pressure 3 bar occurred a mixture air with oil (small air bubbles that are 
distributed in oil), both at low and at high speed. The pressure and velocity, greater 
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was the effect of the foam. Probably the effect of controlled cavitation is favorable for 
cleaning pipes. 
Both the fluid used as control of fluid lubrication oil temperature is a factor to increase 
the Reynolds Number, because increasing the temperature would decrease the 
viscosity which is inversely proportional to Reynolds, causing it to rise significantly.  
With increasing fluid velocity, was identified a better result in increasing the Reynolds 
number with the injection of compressed air. 
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